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1

O2 is a system that consists of a  . 
Through meticulous onboarding and customization, it curates a unique terrarium for 
the user. 



The terrarium consists of a 360-degree camera, a scent diffuser, and a sound system, 
allowing the user to also enter a  through VR glasses.





personalized terrarium and a mobile application

multi-sensory experience



Location and space restrictions may inhibit opportunities of interacting 
with the outdoors when desired or maintaining gardens.

Lack of connection to nature in the household can lead to 
developing a mood disorder that Seasonal Affective Disorder,  affects 
overall well-being.

It’s  due to pandemic restrictions.not feasible to spend time outdoors

Increased habitation in cities is resulting in a disconnection from nature.

Disconnection from nature health and well-being can affect  negatively.

Research  Insights
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Sitemap
This site map includes our app and the 
terrarium and how the two are connected.



Key Path User Flow / Sign up

Elijah is a young professional who just 
moved to New York for a new job. 



He moved into a small apartment in 
downtown New York, where he doesn’t 
have any garden space or immediate 
access to nature. 



Elijah realizes that the absence of nature 
in his life has been reflecting negatively 
on his mental well-being and mood.






He turns to O2.

He proceeds by creating an 
account to sign up and inputs his 
contact information

This is followed by a quick 
reminder and a privacy agreement 
since O2 requests camera access 
and location information.

Next, he is prompted to begin 
onboarding, where he will answer 
questions to customize his profile.

1 2 3
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Key Path User Flow / Onboarding 

This is followed by him indicating his 
level of knowledge on succulents.

Next, he lets the app know 
that his main goals are 
reducing stress and anxiety 
and connecting with nature.

He starts by inputting his 
location, which helps the app 
gain a better understanding of 
weather conditions

He then states what type of 
caretaking process he would prefer.

If he prefers to, he is offered to 
choose the plant family he prefers, 
however this is not required.

4 5 6 7 8
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Key Path User Flow / Onboarding 

This is followed by an 
informational section on 
Seasonal Affective Disorder.

He is prompted to reflect on any 
symptoms he might be experiencing.

After the information section on 
S.A.D, he notice 

He is prompted to answer a question 
regarding natural sunlight in his 
space, which can potentially suggest 
the addition of a light therapy lamp 
to his terrarium. 

9 10 11 12
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Key Path User Flow / Onboarding

Lastly, he is asked to indicate which 
nature sounds that he positively relates to 
him the most. He picks Calming Waves. 

Secondly, Elijah is asked to input 
which aromatherapy scent he would 
like to emit from the terrarium, he 
chooses lavender.

This helps the app gain an understanding of the type of 
auditory and olfactory experiences that can be added to his 
terrarium through the pre-installed sound system. This 
selection also aids in creating the best curation  of products.

13 14 15
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Key Path User Flow / Home 

On the home view, he can access the 
virtual view of his terrarium, the 
mindful moment for the day, and 
control the switches. 

From the top toggle, he can view the 
general overview of his terrarium, the 
water levels, as well as information on 
every individual plant in the terrarium. 

Individual plant pages provide basic 
information on the plant and its main 
characteristics.

The collection section of O2 offers an opportunity for Elijah 
to connect with his plants on a deeper level. Here he will be 
able to see all of the plants he’s collected, name each plant, 
and see all of the  important stats regarding the plants, 
including when he received his plants.

The daily mindful moment aims to 
prompt users to take just a minute 
to step back and ground 
themselves.

16 17 18 19 20
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Key Path User Flow / My Terrarium

A small camera is pre-installed within the 
terrarium and provides a 360 view, allowing 
Elijah to explore his terrarium on a smaller scale.

 O2 enables a unique experience with 
nature through its virtual terrarium. 

Elijah clicks to go inside his terrarium on 
the main page and is prompted to rotate 
his phone sideways and place his phone 
in this cardboard VR headset. 

21 22 23
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Annotations / Mobile 
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Click this toggle to view 
the My Terrairum page.

When clicked the app will 
switch to the VR mode and 
enter inside the terrarium.

To view the mindful moment 
tap this button to listen to 
nature sounds.

Tap on the drop down 
menu to select an 
interactive or guided 
view of the terrarium.

Press to view the 
individual plant pages 
of the succulents 
inside the terrarium.

To see the collection and 
recommended succulents 
to add to the terrarium 
click this buttom. 

Use buttons to adjust the 
settings of the sound on the 
app, and to ajust the lamp and 
diffuser within the terrarium.

1
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Optional S.A.D Lamp

Built-in 360o camera 
with VR capabilities

Scent Diffuser
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Conceptual Model / Terrarium



Moodboards
Visual System

We want O2 to help our audience feel a sense of calmness when using our products. Our 
brand represents a minimalist and organic essence that aims to form a connection between 
nature and the individuals. This connection is lighthearted and immersive with intentions to 
alleviate stressors in individuals' daily life. To convey the essence of our product, we chose 
photos to represent Mother Nature in a soothing, soft, and supportive way.

Brand values: Minimalist, Calming, Immersive, Organic
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Color Palette

Primary + Secondary Colors Illustration Colors 

#67ACBC
 #3285A1
 #3C241B
 #7E4D3F
#4E343C


#9F8186
 #B9C3A5
 #6B7538
 #C4C384
 #ADBC5C


#E1E7D3
 #C6D3CD
 #5B6751
 #9C8A57
 #FBD432


#082416
 #C6D3CD
 #8DA99C
 #FBD432
 #000000


#DADADA
 #323432#8DA99C
 #FFFFFF
#E2E2E2
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Hero
Typeface: Lato

Font size: 50pt,

Font weight: ExtraBold

Hex: FFFFFF

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 50pt,

Font weight: Black

Hex: #8DA99C

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 30pt,

Font weight: Black

Hex: #8DA99C

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 20pt,

Font weight: Bold

Hex: #8DA99C

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 15pt,

Font weight: Medium

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 15pt,

Font weight: Regular

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 12pt,

Font weight: Medium

Hex: #E36B49

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 22pt,

Font weight: Bold

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 13pt,

Font weight: Medium

Hex: #000000, #FFFFFF

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 13pt,

Font weight: Medium

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 9pt,

Font weight: Medium

Hex: #00BB13, #FF0000, 
#FE8C23

Heading 1

Heading 2

Heading 3

Headline

Body/small 
button label

Big button label

Typeface: Lato

Font size: 15pt,

Font weight: Bold


Outlined button

Medium 
button label

Link

Small label

Caption

We chose the font Lato, a sans serif, because of its organic form, 
rounded shape, and its variety of font weights. All font colors are 
#000000 unless stated otherwise.

Visual System

Typography
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Visual System

Illustrations

Buttons

Stickers

Plants Background
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Mindful Moment

Collection
Home

Profile

Preferred Weather

Preferred Indoors or Outdoors

Preferred Water Amount

Pet Friendly or not

Season dormant

Propagation

Collection page

Turn your phone sideway VR Glasses

Improve air quality

Location

Minimal Care Minimal Sunlight

Not constant watering

My Terrarium Profile

Play Mindful Moment

Visual System

Iconography

Navigation

In-app 
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Yes

No

I’m not sure

Next

Next

Or type it...

Locate me

Skip 

Start your journey

Visual System

Buttons + Forms and Fields

Buttons

Form Field Toggle Buttons

Go Inside Your Terrarium

Lamp Sound Diffuser
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18Visual System

Redlines



19Visual System

Redlines



20Visual System

Redlines



References

Icons from Iconify, The Noun Project: hess_pascal, flatart, 

iconixar, Flaticon: Freepik, Illustrations from icon8
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